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ABSTRACT 
Every square matrix over a field F is involutorily congruent over F to its transpose, 
and hence each such matrix is the product of a symmetric matrix and an involutory 
matrix over F. In the usual complex case every matrix which is conjunctive with its 
adjoint (=conjugate-transpose) is involutorily conjunctive with its adjoint and hence is 
the product of a hermitian matrix and an involutory matrix; furthermore every such 
matrix is conjunctive with a real matrix. These three conditions on a matrix, (1) being 
conjunctive with its adjoint, (2) being involutorily conjunctive with its adjoint, and (3) 
being conjunctive with a real matrix, are studied in the more general context of a field 
F with involution, and it is shown in general that (3) implies (2) that (2) implies (3) if 
char Ff 2 (a 2 X 2 counterexample exists for each F with char F= 2) and that (1) does 
not in general imply (2) (a 2 X 2 counterexample in the complexification of the rational 
field is presented). The problem of deciding which matrices satisfy (2) is equivalent 
(even in this general context) to the problem of deciding which pairs of selfadjoint 
(“hermitian”) matrices are involutorily conjunctive. For the general 2X2 case, the 
three conditions are characterized in terms of norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND REDUCTION TO THE NONSINCULAR 
CASE 
In this paper we study three properties which a square matrix may or may 
not have. We wish to treat both the case of an arbitrary field and the case of 
an arbitrary “field with involution.” To do this conveniently, we adopt the 
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terminology in [ 11, which we briefly recapitulate here. A pair ( F, E ) of fields 
F and E is complic provided F is a proper separable quadratic extension of E, 
(F, E) is simplic provided F= E, and (F, E) is ch~issihle provided it is 
complic or simplic. Associated with each admissible (F, E) is an involutory 
F-automorphism n+G (called (F, I:’ )-mnjugntion ) whose fixed field is E. As 
usual, the entrywise conjugate of a matrix S is denoted 1)~ !?, the transpose of 
S is denoted by S’, and 9 is denoted by S*. 
Matrices S and 7’ are (F, E )-congruent (or *-c~mgrzwnt when the pair 
(F, E) is understood from context) provided C*SC= ?‘ for some nonsingular C 
over F. Thus *u)ngruence is conjunctivity in the usual complex case and is 
ordinary congruence in the simplic cases. When dealing specifically with the 
simplic cases, we shall usually write S* as S’ and “ *-congruence” as “con- 
gruence,” but otherwise we shall retain the * in the notation. 
The three matrix concepts that are the subject of this paper are next 
defined in their general setting: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (F, E) he an admissible pair and S he a square 
matrix over F. Then S is (F, E)-conjoint provided S and S* are *-congruent, S 
is ( F, E )-injoint provided S and S* are involutorily *congruent (i.e., provided 
C*SC=S* for some C=C -’ over F), and S is (F, E)-wjztnctior provided S is 
* clongnlent to a matrix over E. 
Thus every *-symmetric matrix (that is, every matrix S-S*) over F is 
( F, E )-injoint and ( F, E )-rejunctive. Other examples and counterexamples 
oceiir in Sections 3 and 5.C. 
We adopt the following conventions: Throughout this paper (F, E) will be 
an admissible pair (arbitrary except as specified), and except as otherwise 
specified, all scalars will he in F (specific exceptions: we shall continually deal 
with scalar polynomials in F [ t ] with t an indeterminate over E:, and in Section 
5.C we shall deal with a scalar field K which is quadratic over F ), all matrices 
and polynomials will be over F (exceptions: we shall sometimes refer to matrix 
pencils S+ tl’ and, in Section S.C, to matrices over K), and, except as 
specified in Notation 1.10(a) and Section 5.C, all conjugates will be (F, E)- 
conjugates, and likewise for conjointness, injointness, and rejunctivity. Occa- 
sionally we shall write “in F ” or “over F ” or “(F, E)” even where the above 
conventions make these expressions redundant. 
Obviously every injoint matrix is conjoint, and in the simplic case every 
square matrix is rejunctive. The nomenclature was motivated by the usual 
complex case, where S conjoint means S is conjunctive with its adjoint S*. S 
injoint means S is involutorily coIljoint, and S rejunctive means there is a real 
matrix conjunctioe with S. 
The study of conjointness and rejunctivity was motivated by [5. Section 
21, which reporb on an analogous study for similarity (i.e., similarity of A and 
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A*, and similarity of a matrix over F to a matrix 
paper. In this characterization 
played by matrices C=c-‘. called pseudo-involutory 
Remark 2.51 and circular 
former term. (Of pseudoinvolutory=involutory 
FACT 1.2. A matrix S is rejunctive iff C*SC=s for some C= 6-l (i.e., 
iff S is pseud&nvolutorily *-congruent to its conjugate). 
Proof. Through use of [9, Theorem 2’1 or [2, Theorem 2.31, the proof in 
the complic case becomes a routine exercise in formal manipulation. 
REMARK 1.3. The “formal manipulation” suggested for the proof of Fact 
1.2, together with [2, Theorem 2.31, makes it clear that S is rejunctive iff C*SC 
is over E for some nonsingular C=C’, i.e., iff S is symmetrically *-congruent 
to a matrix over E. 
Formal manipulation of the definition of injointness leads to an interesting 
factorization for all injoint matrices, which is “dual” (in a sense proposed by 
Choi [6]) to factorizations for (1) a matrix A similar to A* [5, Corollary], and 
(2) a matrix similar to its inverse [19, Theorem 1; 81. (Coincidentally, the 
results for (1) and (2) are used latter in this paper.) We state the injointness 
result in several slight variations: 
FACT 1.4. 
(a) For a square matrix S the following three statements are equivalent: (i) 
S is injoint; (ii) SV=(SV)* for some V= V -I; and (iii) S=HV for some 
H=H* and some V=V-‘. 
(b) For a nonsingular matrix S each of (i),(ii),(iii) is equioalent to each of 
the following two statements: (iv) SH-’ =(SH-‘)P’ for sOme H=H*; and 
(v) S=HS-‘H for some H=H* (in words: S is *-symmetrically *-congruent 
to its inverse). 
Unsurprisingly, formal manipulation of the conjointness definition yields a 
formally weaker factorization: 
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FACT 1.5. A squure m&-ix S is conjoint iff S= TC with TC= T*C I. A 
nonsingulm matrix S is conjoint iff S = TC with T* ~ ‘T ( the cosquare of 7‘ [e, 
p. 417; 21) equul to Cp2 (tlw inverse sqzmre of C), iff S is *-congruent to 
S’. 
REMARK 1.6. Another formal manipulation, which however applies only 
in the complic case, shows that the injointness concept is essentially equiva- 
lent to the concept of involutory *-congruence of two *-symmetric matrices, 
and that a corresponding equivalence holds for conjointness. Namely, let 
(F, E) be complic, a2 # Z2 (there always exists such an (Y E F ), and I1 = II* 
and K = K*. Then the following two statements are equivalent to each other: 
(1) there is a nonsingular C such that C*HC= K and C*KC=H, 
(2) cuH+ Z-t;K is conjoint. 
Also the following two statements are equivalent to each other: 
(3) there is a C=C-’ such that C*HC=K, 
(4) aH+ ZK is injoint. 
The proofs are formal manipulations; for the proofs of (2)*( 1) and (4)=(*3) 
it helps to pllt S = nH + CUK and solve formally for H and K in terms of S, S*, 
and (Y. 
Next we state some further elementary facts that we shall use frequently 
throughout the paper and that apply to every admissible (F, E ). 
FACT 1.7. 
(a) (i) Let S he n X n conjoint, a EE, nnd B he n X n nonsingzlhr. Then aS 
und B*SB ore conjoint clnd det S2 is in E. (ii) Every tlircxt s~nl [15, p. 51 of 
conjoint matrices is conjoint. 
(b) Likewise with “conjoint ” replaced by “injoint.” 
(c) Likewise with “conjoint ” rcpluced by rejuncti~.” 
Proof. We omit details, but one relevant calculation of great importance 
is the following: if C and B are nonsingnlar n X n and B*SB= T, then 
C*SC=S* implies (B p’CB)*T( B-‘CB)=T*, 
and 
C*SC=s implies (Bm’C~)*7’(Bp’C~)=T. n 
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REMARK 1.8. Fact 1.7 tells us that each of the three properties we 
are studying (conjointness, injointness, and rejunctivity) is invariant under 
* - congruence. This implies that, in deriving necessary or sufficient conditions 
for a given matrix S to have a given one of these properties, we may replace S 
by any desired matrix *-congruent to S. Moreover, if S is nonsingular here, 
the familiar identity 
allows us, alternatively, to make this replacement so that the cosquc~e S* -‘S 
of S is replaced by any desired matrix sirnilur to S* -‘S. In general of course 
we cannot make both desired replacements simultaneously without further 
justification. 
Our first application of Fact 1.7 is to obtain a partitioned form under 
* congrnence for injoint matrices when char Ff 2. 
FACT 1.9. If char F# 2, then S is injoint iff S is *-congruent to a matrix 
of the form 
K M* 
-M L 1 
with K=K* urui L=L* 
(but K and L may be of different sizes). 
Proof. This is a routine exercise in partitioned matrices, using Facts 
1.4(a) and 1.7(b), plus the well-known fact that, since char F#2, every matrix 
V= V -’ is similar to a direct sum 163 -I for identity matrices of suitable 
sizes (which turn out to be suitable sizes for K and L as well). n 
Next we collect for convenient reference some more or less standard 
terminology about polynomials, together with some elementary facts about 
them, which will be used in this paper. 
NOTATION 1.10. Let t be an indeterminate over E, and p( t ) be in F [ t]. 
(a) Then p(t) is the polynomial in F[ t ] defined by fi( t ) = p( t ), computed 
formally, using t = t . 
(b) If p( t ) has degree d and p(0)#0, then fi( t ) and 1;( t ) are the (manic) 
polynomials in F[ t] defined (formally) by 
@(t)=p(O)-Vp(t -I), Tj( t)=c(o)_‘t”p( t -I). 
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REMARK 1.11. (a) The threemappingsf(t)t+f(t),f(t)Hf((t), andf(t)H 
$‘(‘ct) are involutory automorphisms of the multiplicative monoid of manic 
polynomials of F[t] with nonzero constant term. These mappings commute, 
and each is the composite of the other two. (b) The mapping f(t)-?(t) maps 
the system of elementary divisors and the system of invariant factors of a 
square matrix A onto the respective systems for x (and hence onto the 
respective systems for A*). If A is nonsingular, then corresponding assertions 
apply to f(t)~f((t) and A+A-’ (and A-A’-‘), and to f(t)~$(t) and 
A-+A-’ (and A+A*-‘). (c) A polynomial p(t) in F[t] is in E[t] iff 
p(t)=C(t). 
DEFINITION 1.12. A polynomial p( t ) in F[ t ] is called ,wlf-rcciprocwl [ 191 
provided p( t ) =p( t ); it is called * -self-reciprocal [l] provided p( t ) = $( t ). A 
self-reciprocal polynomial of positive degree in E[ t] will be called E[ t]- 
irreducibly self-reciprocnl provided it is not the product of two self-reciprocal 
polynomials of positive degree in E[t]. 
REM.RK 1.13. (a) An E: [ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal polynomial in E [ t ] 
may well be F[ t]-reducibly self-reciprocal, i.e., the product of two self- 
reciprocal polynomials of positive degree in F [ t], if (F, E) is complic. (b) 
Every self-reciprocal polynomial is manic, and its “constant term” is ? 1. (c) 
The only odd-degree irreducibly self-reciprocal polynomials are t - 1 and t + 1. 
(d) .4 polynomial y( 1) in F [ t ] is E [ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal (in E [ t]) iff 
there is a manic F [ t ]-irreducible f( t ) in F [ t] for which (I( t ) is the lcm (least 
common multiple) of { f( t ), f( f ), f( I ), f( t )}. (e) [ 191 Each self-reciprocal p( I ) 
in E [ t ] has a factorization (unique up to order) 
p( t)yql( t )‘yJ,( t p2) .(&(t)+), 
where the k polynomials oi( t ), . . . , yk( t ) are distinct E[ t]-irreducibly self- 
reciprocal and the exponents rrr( l), . . . , m(k) are positive. 
Other notation and terminology used in this paper are as in [l] (which see 
for further details): 
NOTATION 1.14. 
(a) We denote by I,,, the rnX nl identity matrix, by I,,, the mXm lower- 
triangular nilpotent Jordan block, by G,,, the nzX m matrix whose rows are 
those of I,, but in reverse order. We often write I for I,,, , J for I,,,, or G for G,,, 
when m is understood from context. Note that G=G*=G -‘, GJ=J*G, etc. 
(b) We use 6B for direct sum (of matrices [15, p. 51 and of subspaces), 
and 63 for tensor product ( = Kronecker product) of matrices [ 15, p. 81. 
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(c) We denote by Ya vector space over F, usually n-dimensional, and in 
fact usually the space of nX 1 matrices (column vectors) over F. We denote 
by ?I^* the *dual of ‘t; i.e., the space of semilinear mappings from ?-into F. 
(In the simplic case ‘v-* is just the usual dual of Y.) If % is a subspace of ‘II-, 
we denote by %a its annihilator in %i*. If S: ?I--+‘?‘* is a linear map here, we 
denote by (S% )’ the annihilator (in ye= ‘I-**) of the subspace S% of Y*. 
When convenient, we regard an nX n matrix S as a linear mapping of 3. 
(regarded as the space of nX 1 matrices) into ‘?I-*, with corresponding 
*-bilinear (“sesquilinear”) form, (x, y)~ x*Sy, and *-quadratic form, XH x*Sx, 
on ‘3: In this case S* also maps ?-( =‘y**) into v*, so for example, if S is 
nonsingular, S* -‘S maps “l-into Y 
We conclude this section by reducing the study of conjointness, injoint- 
ness, and rejunctivity for arbitrary square matrices to the corresponding study 
for nonsingular matrices. 
We begin with a definition, which can be satisfied even if the pencil 
involved has no elementary divisors (finite or infinite; for the meaning of 
“infinite elementary divisor” see [ 11, Vol. II, pp. 26-271): 
DEFINITION 1.15. A square matrix S is totally singular (relative to 
(F, E)) provided every finite elementary divisor of the pencil St tS* is a 
power of t. (Thus a matrix is totally singular iff it is the matrix of a “totally 
degenerate” *-bilinear form [lo, top of p. 701.) 
FACT 1.16. Let S he totally singular (relative to an admissible pair 
(F, E)). Then 
(a) S is rejunctive and injoint, and 
(b) Sand S* are totally singular. 
Proof. (a): For each m the matrix J=J,,, (Notation 1.14(a)) is trivially 
rejunctive and obviously injoint (since .G*JG=J* and G= G -I). By [l, 
Corollary 4.81 each totally singular matrix is *-congruent to the direct sum of 
matrices J,, for suitable values of 71~ and hence by Fact 1.7 is rejunctive and 
injoint. (b): This follows easily from (a), since F-equivalent pencils have the 
same elementary divisors [ll, Vol. II, p. 271; here S is rejunctive and injoint, 
so S+tp=C*(S+tS*)Cfor some C=?‘by Fact 1.2, and S*+tS=D*(S+ 
tS*)D for some D=D -‘ by Definition 1.1. n 
FACT 1.17 (from [l, Corollary 4.81). Each square matrix S over F is 
*-congruent to the direct sum S,@S, of a totally singular matrix S, and a 
nonsingular matrix S,, and the *-congruence types of S, and S, are de- 
termined by that of S. 
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DEFINITION 1.18. In Fact 1.17 we shall call S, the totcllly singuh pcrrt of 
S, and St the nonsingular purt of S, though of course they are defined only up 
to *-congruence (and only relative to the admissible pair (F, E), which will 
be understood frotn context wherever we use these terms). 
THEOREM 1.19. A matrix i.y conjoint, injoint, or rr+tnctiw iff, rwpec’- 
tioely, its nonsingztlrr part is conjoint, injoint, or rejuncticc. 
Proof. The “if” pat-k are clear from Facts 1.17, 1.16(a), and 1.7. To 
prove the “only if” parts, we tnay assume (by Facts 1.17 and 1.7) that 
S=S,$ S, with So totally singular and St nonsingular. Put ‘I’=S* for the 
conjointness and injointness parts of the proof, and put 7’~ Sfor the rejtmctiv- 
ity part. In either case C*SC= 7’ for some nonsingttlar C (by the “only if” 
hypothesis plus Definition 1.1 and Fact 1.2), and ?‘= 1,@ ?; conformably 
with S,@ St. Clearly 7; (=S: or St) is nonsingular, and 7;) ( =S: or SC,) is 
totally singular by Fact 1.16(l)). By [I, Corollary 4.81 we thns have Yir;= 
qtS& with Ctt nonsingular, and with Ct, = Ct, ’ if C= C ’ and Ct, = (:,i ’ 
if C= C ~~I, The rejunctivity proof is now immediate from Fact 1.2, and the 
other proofs are immediate from Definition 1.1. n 
With Theorem 1.19 we have thlts reduced the study of conjointness, 
ittjointness, and rejunctivity to the study of the ttottsingular case. In the next 
two sections we deal exclusively with this case, deriving various conditions 
(necessary and/or sufficient). III Section 4 we show that rejunctivity always 
implies injointness and, except in certain eotnplic cases where char F=2, the 
converse also holds. In Section ,5 we treat three special cases where, in 
principle, one can a&tally determine which tnatrices are conjoint, which 
injoittt, and which rejttnctive. The first of these special cases (Section ,5./i) 
includes the usual complex case, the second (Section 5.B) is the ( I;, Ii )-neutral 
case, and the third (Section 5.C) is the 2 X2 case, which provides several 
salient examples and coiititerexatnples. 
2. IMPLICATIONS INVOLVING CONJOINTNESS, INJOINTNESS, 
AND REJUNCTIVITY 
Throughout this section (F, E) is an admissible pair of fields, arbitrary 
except as otherwise specified, and S and A are nottsing&r matrices over F 
with A = S* -‘S. 
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LEMMA 2.1. 
(a) Always SAS-‘=A*~‘=S*AS*~‘. 
(b) Further, C*SC= S* implies C’AC= A-’ cd hence implies 
(CS’)-‘A(CS’)=A*. 
(c) Finally, S rejunctive implies A is similar (to an (E, E)-cosquare [2, 
Section 11, in particular) to A* and to A-‘. 
Proof. Routine, hence omitted. n 
In the following result the existence (of S,, . . . , Sk) is just the existence part 
of [l, Theorem 2.31. The uniqueness (up to *-congruence) was inadvertently 
stated there in a form different from what is needed here. We state the 
appropriate form of the uniqueness here. (This overlaps with [17, Theorem 
16, p. 5081, which gives a form of the uniqueness in the language of modules.) 
The proof is a routine application of [ 11, Vol. I, p. 2201, and hence is omitted. 
FACT 2.2. Let p( t ) he the mininmrn polynomial of A, with factorization 
p(t)=q,(t)“‘(l). . .qk(t)“‘(k), where the polynomials ql( t ), , . . , qk( t ) are 
(rnonic) *-self-reciprocal, pairwise coprime in F [ t], and the exponents 
??l(l),..., nt( k) are positive. 
(a) ‘Then S is *-congruent to S,@ . . . $S, such that qi(t)“‘(i) is the 
nlinimum polynomial of ST - ‘Si for each i. 
(II) Furthermore, if Tl,. . . , ?; are nonsingular nmtrices such that qi( t )n’(i) 
is the minimunl polynomial of T,* _’ 7; fir each i and C*( S,@ . . . @ S,)C= ?; 
@ . $7;, then C= Cl@ . . @C, conformably t- ‘&3 . @Sk (and hence 
1’ = C:SiC, for each i ). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let p( t ) he the minimum polynomial of A, with f&tori- 
zation p( t )=ql( t )“‘(‘) . qk( t )“lck), where the polynomials ql( t ), . . . , qk( t ) are 
distinct E [ t]-irreducibly self-reciprocal and the exponents m(l), . . , m(k) are 
positive. Then 
(a) S is *-congruent to S,@ . . . @Sk such that qi( t )“I(‘) is the n~inimtm 
polynomial of ST -‘Si for each i; anti 
(b) S is conjoint, injoint, or rejunctive iff, respectively, every Sj in (a) is 
conjoint, injoint, or rejunctive. 
Proof. Part (a) is a special case of Fact 2.2(a), and the “if” parts of (b) 
are immediate from Fact 1.7; we prove the “only if” parts. Thus let S,, . . . , S, 
be as in (a); by Fact 1.7 we may assume S itself = S,@ . . . @Sk. For each i, 
put Ai = ST -lSi; then qi( t )n’(i’ is the minimum polynomial of Ai and, since it 
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is self-reciprocal in E[ t], it thus must also he the minimum polynomial of A; ’ 
and of xi (Remark 1.11(b)). For the conjointness and injointness parts of the 
proof put Z; = ST for all i, and for the rejunctivity part put 1; = $ for all i. 111 
either case put Hi = Z, ‘* ~ ‘Z; for all i and put 1‘= 2’,$ . . . CB I’,. Then C*SC= 1’ 
by hypothesis in either case (with C nonsingular in all three parts, C= C -’ in 
the injointness part, and C= c -~ ’ in the rejrmctivity part 1)~ Fact 1.2). Also A, 
and A, have the same minimum polynomial in either case (since H, =Al I in 
the conjointness and injointness parts, and H, =x1 in the rejunctivity part) fol 
all i. Thus C=C,@ . . . @C, conformably to S,@ . . @Sk 1)~ Fact 2.2(b), and 
the rest of the proof is routine. n 
Theorem 2.3, along with Lemma 2.1 and Kemarks 1.11(b) and 1.13(e), 
reduces the study of conjointness, injointness, and rejunctivity of nonsingular 
matrices S to the case where the minimum polynomial of S* ~‘S is a powel 
y( t )“I of a (manic) E [ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal polynomial y( t ) in E [ t 1. 
We prove the next theorem under somewhat less restrictive hypotheses, but 
apply it immediately (in Corollary 2.5) to just this case. (In both results we 
are primarily concerned with the complic case, but both also hold in the 
simplic case as well, parts (2) and (3) vacu~ously. (1) will also follow in the 
simplic case immediately from Theorem 4.1.) 
For notation (1;( t ), etc.) see Notation 1.10. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let y( t ) hc thf: minimum polynfminl of A, ctnd lrt p( t ) 
be monk in F[t]. 
(1) If A is similfw to A-’ cm1 y(t)=p(t)$(t ) with p(t)=&t ) being 
coprime to c(t) c=fi(t )), then S is injoint. 
(2) If A is .similur to K’ clnri y( t ) =p( t )$( t ) with p( f ) =@( t ) being 
coprime to 1;( 1) f=p( 1 )), then S is injoint. 
(3) lf S is cwnjoint and 4( t ) =p( t )jT( t ) with p( t ) =fi( t ) being coprimf~ to 
fi( t ) (I@( t )), then S is injoint. 
Proof. (1): By [l, Corollary 2.131 and Fact 1.7 we may assume 
with p( t ) the minimum polynomial of M (and hence also of M*). Then 
A=M@M*P’ and A-‘=M -‘@M*, so M and M* are similar (in the 
complic case l~ecause A and A- ’ are similar and M and JI ’ have no 
common roots). .Thus there is a nonsingular II=H* (over F) such that 
M* = H P’i14H (in the complic case by [5, Corollary], in the simplic case by 
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[18, Theorem l]), so 
is involutorily *-congruent to S. Therefore S is injoint. 
(2): Again we may assume 
with p( t ) the minimum polynomial of M, but here M and M -’ are similar 
(because A and A-’ are similar and here M and M* have no common roots). 
Thus M= QP with Q and P involutory over F (by [8], [4, Theorem 2 plus Fact 
13) and hence S is involutorily *-congruent over F to 
[‘; ;I[; ;][o’ ;*I=[; “o’]=s*, 
so S is injoint. 
(3): Here A is similar to A,@A, with p( t ) and g( t ) the respective 
minimum polynomials of A, and A,. By Fact 1.7 we may assume A itself 
=A,@A,. By Remark 1.11(b) the minimum polynomial of AT is p(t), that of 
Ai1 is 6(t)=~(t), that of At is p(t), and that of Ali is @(t)=p(t). Thus, 
since A*S=S* =SA-’ and p( t ) and p(t) are coprime, S must = S,@S, 
conformably with A,@As (by [ll, Vol. I, p. 2201). Since S is conjoint, 
C*SC=S* for some C over F, and hence AC=CA-’ by Lemma 2.1; in 
partitioned form this yields 
so A,C,, =C,,A,’ and A,C,,=C,,A,‘. Thus C,,=O because A, and A,’ 
have no common roots (again by [ 11, Vol. I, p. 220]), and similarly C,, = 0, so 
C,*,S,C,, =Sz because C*SC=S*. Therefore S=S,@S, is *congruent to 
(C,*,~Z)S(C,,~I)=S,*~S,, which is clearly injoint (it is *-congruent to 
(Sz@ S,)* = S,$ S; via the involutory matrix y (: ). Thus S itself must be 
injoint (by Fact 1.7). 
[ I 
n 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let q(t)& E[t]- irreduddy self-rc~cipror~cll in E[ t 1, p( t ) 
he monk in F[ t], cd y( t )“I hc the minimm polynonlicrl of il. 
(1) If A is .sirnilar to A-’ and q(t )=p(t)fi(t) with p( t )=p( t ), thcri S is 
inioint. 
(2) If A is sin&r to A-’ rind y(t)=p(t)$(t) with p(t )=@(t ), then S is 
injoint. 
(3) Zf S is conjoint cd q( t ) =p( t )jT( t ) with p( t )=fi( t ), then S is injoint. 
Proof. In each part it suffices to show that the corresponding part of 
Theorem 2.4 applies. The details are routine and hence omitted. a 
Concerning the stronger hypothesis in (3) [as compared with (1) and (2)] 
in Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 25, see Remark 5.15 below. In both results 
rejunctivity will follow from injointness by Theorem 4.7. 
The following result applies the foregoing to the usual complex case and, 
more generally, to the complic cases where F is algebraically closed. (Again, 
the rejunctivity will follow here from the injointness by Theorem 4.7, and the 
simplic case of this result will be trivial from Theorem 4.1. In [20] the 
rejunctivity for the case where char F#2 is shown directly, by a method that 
makes no use of Theorem 4.7.) 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppow A2 ~ I is norwingulnr cd 011 roots of A are in 
F. Then S conjoint implies S injoint. 
Proof. Since S is conjoint, A is similar to A ml and to A* by Lemma 2.1, 
so Theorem 2.3 applies and tells us that it suffices to carry out the proof for 
the case where the minimum polynomial of A is q( t )“I with 9( t ) being 
E [ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal. Since A” - Z is nonsingular, y( l)q( - 1) # 0, so 
we have by Remark 1.13(d) only the following three cases to consider: (1) 
y(t)=(t-a)(t--a_‘) with n=cy@(l, -1) [where Corollary 2.5(l) applies], 
(2)q(t)=(tpp)(t-P-‘)(t-j?)(t-j? l)with~,~P’,P,PP1clistinct[where 
Corollary 2.5( 1) and (2) both apply], and (3) y( t )=( t ~ y )( t ~ 7) with 7 ’ = y 
@E [where Corollary 2.5(O) applies]. W 
3. FURTHER IMPLICATIONS 
In this section we continue our discussion of last section, but concentrate 
here on the cases where A2 -I is nilpotent. Throughout this section (F, E) is 
a complic pair of fields, S and A are n X n nonsingular over F with A = S* ~‘S, 
and 0 E F with @ # &. [When char F# 2 we shall usually assume 8= - 0 to 
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save writing 8 -6 for 8, and when char F=2 we shall usually assume 0 + e= 1 
to save writing (8+f7)‘B for 0.1 
The cases where A2 -I is nilpotent are the most interesting, but in some 
ways (especially when char F= 2) are also the most troublesome. We shall 
(when char F# 2) usually separate our considerations (as we may by Theorem 
2.3) into the case where A ~ 1 is nilpotent and the case where A+1 is 
nilpotent. We begin with two results which follow easily from [ 1, Theorem 2.4 
and Lemma 2.81 plus the fact that 2% D is *congruent (by a permutation) to 
DC3 ?‘ for all square matrices ?’ and D. [In each of the two results (b) is a 
special case of (a) but is stated separately for convenient reference.] 
See Notation 1.14 for the meanings of 63, Gi, _I,, G, J. 
Fact 3.1. 
(a) lf A - I is nilpotent, then there exist diagonal matrices D,, D,, . . . , D,, 
over E (some of which may he 0X0) suc1x that S is *-congruent to 
S,$ S,$ . CBS, with 
Si=[Gi(Ii+BJi)]@Di 
for each i. 
(I)) When A-I is similar to ./@I here, then S is *-congruent to [ G( I+ 
8./)] %J D for some diagonal matrix D over E. 
Fact 0.2. 
(a) lf A+1 is nilpotent, char Ff2, and s= -0, then there exist diagonal 
matrices D,, , . . , D,, over E such that S is *-congruent to S,@ . . @S, with 
Si=[G,(J,+6Ui)]@Di 
for each i. 
(b) When At-1 is similar to J@l here, then S is *-congruent to [G( J+ 
81)] @ D for some diugonal matrix D over E. 
We shall derive conditions on the matrices Si of Facts 3.1 and 3.2 that are 
necessary and/or sufficient for conjointness (or for injointness or for rejunctiv- 
ity) of S. We treat first the cases where char F#2; here the results are 
reasonably complete and satisfying (from an esthetic, if not a utilitarian, 
viewpoint). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let char Ff 2 with CT?= - 8, and let A-al be similar to 
J,,@Z with aE{l, -l}. 
(a) When ( - 1)“’ = -a, then S is injoint (hence also conjoint) und 
rejunctive. 
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(b) h7ow suppose ( - 1)“’ =a, und let Ll he us in Fact 3.1(l)) (if a= 1) or 
Fact 3.2(h) (if a= - 1). Then S is conjoint iff BD is conjoint, S is injoint iff 
BD is injoint, and S is rejunctive iff dD is rejunctiw. 
Proof. Let Z be the mXm diagonal matrix 
Z=diag(l,-1,1,-l,..., (-l)“‘-l). 
Then Z = Z ~ ’ = ?’ = Z*, and one thus easily verifies that 
z*Gz=( -l)“‘?:, ZJ= -JZ 
(where G= G,,, and I=_/,,, ), from which follow 
Z*[G(Z+OJ)]Z=(-l)‘“~‘[G(Z-@)I, 
(*I 
Z*[G(J+BZ)]Z=(-l)“‘[G(J-BZ)]. 
These last two equations prove (a) in view of Facts 3.1(l)), :3.2(b), 1.7, and 1.2 
(since D is injoint and rejunctive). They are also highly useful in proving the 
“if” parts of (1,). For, suppose C*(flD)C=(eD)*. Then C*DC= -D and so 
=( - l)“‘[G(Z-OJ)] @U 
and likewise 
and of course Z@C=(Z@C)-’ if C=C-‘, and Z@C=(z@~)~’ if C= 
CT-‘. 
Finally, we prove the “only if” parts of (1,) for (Y= 1 (and 1)~ even). (The 
other case, where (Y= - 1 and ~1 is odd, is proved similarly.) Let SE [G( Z+ 
6J)] @D and P*SP= S* (hence = .?). Then we get successively 
P*(G@D))P=G@D, P*[(GJ)@D]P= -(GJ)@Z>. 
P~l(J~z)P=P~l[(c:~nj~ ‘(G.~@D)]P 
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=[P*(G@D)Y]~‘[P*(GJEJD)~] 
=(G@D)_‘(-GJ@D)= -./@I, 
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The last equation tells us P*( D@ O)P= - (DE33 0) [because GJ”‘~’ = 
diag( 1, 0, 0, . . ,0) and so GJ”- ’ @D = D $01. Since D is nonsingular, P must 
thus be lower block-triangular conformably with D@O; say 
p=c 0 
[ 1 x )” 
Then C*DC= -D, and of course C=C-’ if P=p-l, and C=C -i if 
P=P-‘. Since (do)* = -flD=(r?D), this completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 3.4. Let char Ff2, t?= -8, and A-n1 he nilpotent with 
aE{l, - 1). Let the nutrices S,; . . ,S, he us in Fuct 3.1(a) (ifa= 1) or Fclct 
3.2(a) (if (Y= - 1). Z’hen S is conjoint [injoint] if__ every Si is conjoint 
[ injoint]. 
Proof The “if” part is immediate from Fact 1.7. We prove the “only if” 
part for the case LY= 1. (The case (Y= - 1 can be treated similarly.) We may 
(by Fact 1.7) assume S itself = S,$ . . . @S,, in Fact Xl(a) with e= - 13. Write 
S=N+BK with H=H* and K=K*. Then H=i(S+S*) is nonsingular; let 
N=H -‘K, so N= @~~,J,@l is nilpotent (here I depends on i; it is the same 
size as 0,) and the coordinate vectors form a block Jordan basis for N in the 
space ‘?-of cohimn vectors. (See Notation 1.14(c).) Suppose now that C*SC= 
S*. Then C and N anticommute: C~‘iNC=(C*HC)~‘(C*KC)=I-i~‘(-K) 
= -A’, so the coordinate subspaces N”T‘and N -‘O ( = the nullspace of Ni) 
are C-invariant for every integer i >O. Let rn be a fixed positive integer ( < n ). 
Denote by %’ ( = ‘%‘“, ) the subspace 
Then $i is a C-invariant coordinate subspace of the C-invariant coordinate 
subspace h 7 PnrO, so there is a coordinate subspace Sl ( =“71,,,) such that 
N Pf”O=‘-?l@i?I\‘. Let Oti= {xi, xg; . .,x,,(,,,)} b e a coordinate basis for 91. It is 
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not hard to see that the principal submatrix of NA’“‘P1 corresponding to the 
coordinate subspace 91 is just D,,, , whose ( i, j ) entry ~1,~ ( =(I~~“) is therefore 
given by ~1,~ =x:HA ‘r”m ‘xi. Since C maps 9 @?I\‘ into itself, there are scalars 
cli (=c!;1)) such that, for each i, 
Let C,,, be the n(m) X n( 111 ) matrix whose ( i, j) entry is cii. Since C is 
nonsingular, C( ‘;)I $ $i ) = 91$ di, and hence C,,, is also nonsingular (because 
CL%C%). Also C,,, = C,,,’ if C= C ~ ‘. Note that, if y ES’~ 1 then y=Sr for 
some UE’?’ YO x*HI\‘“‘~~ > L y=x*tl~~“‘r=.r*N*“‘Ho=O for all .~E~V P”‘O, and 
hence x*ID”“~ ’ w = 0 for all x E 31 and all 1~‘ E 9’. Thus 
since the terms involving vectors in L”,li drop out. Therefore CzD,,,C,,, = 
( - l)“‘- lD,,l, which, together with Theorem 3.0(l)), shows that S,,, is conjoint, 
and is injoint if S is, when IU is even. Of course, S,,, is injoint 1,~ Theorem 
:3.3(a) when 111 is odd. n 
REMARK 3.5. We shall not need the rejmlctivity result analogous to 
Theorem 3.4, but it is easy to see that it holds by the same method of proof 
(since, in the proof, 81 and LTl\‘ are coordinate subspaces and i’fl is a coordinate 
basis for 9 , and hence (%, - Z,Fi, xi E LTli, so C,,, = <,y ’ if C= c ’ ). A more 
romldabout proof will follow via Theorem 3.4 plus Theorem 3.11 and 
Corollary 4.4 below. However, the rejunctivity result, unlike the injointness 
result (see Remark 3.9), actually holds for char F arbitrary: a proof for 
a =( - 1)“’ (for even 1~ when char F=2) can be hased on the Witt cancellation 
theorem [1+3, p. 1621 plus the same idea used in proving (i)-(ii) in Theorem 
3.11. 
Next we derive results for charF=2 corresponding to those in Theorem 
3.3 for charFf2. The more difficult results are treated separately (in 
Theorems 3.8 and 3.11). 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let char F= 2, and A - 1 he similar to J,,@ I. Then 
(a) S is conjoint, 
(II) S is injoint if tn= 2, and 
(c) S is injoint and rejunctive if in is odd. 
Proof. There is a 6’ E F for which 9 + @= 1; with such a 8 chosen, we may 
by Fact 3.1(b) assume S itself =G(I+BJ)@D with G=G,,, I=./,,,, and 
D= D* nonsingular. It clearly suffices to carry through the proof for the case 
where D=[l], i.e., where S=G(I+OJ). 
To do this, we first pick a polynomial p( t ) E F [ t ] so that 
(This is always possible because every element of E is of the form c+F for 
some c E F.) When rn = 2 or ~1 is odd, we make the following particular choice 
for p(t): 
p(t)=l+& if 111=2, 
p(t)=(l+p-” if 171 is odd. 
Next, we denote by Q ( = Q,,, ) th e ?JI X TJL matrix over F whose (i, i) entry is 
the binomial coefficient 
i’ 1 
;I i . Then (see [2, Section 31) Q=Q-’ =g, 
(I+./-‘Q=Q(I+J), and GQ*G=(I+J)“‘Q. Now we put C=p(J)Q and 
get 
=Q*G(Z+J)“‘-‘Q=Q*G(l+J)“‘Q(l+J) 
=Q*(Q*G)(Z+J)=G(l+J), 
C*G~C=(C*GC)C--‘JC=G(I+J)Q[p(l)]-lJp(l)Q 
=G(-I-]+I)= -GJ=GJ 
(since J”’ = 0, - 1 = 1 in F, etc.). Thus (since @= 1 + 0 ) 
C*SC=C*G(I+BJ)C=G(I+J+OJ)=S*=$> 
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so S is conjoint. To see that S is injoint and rejunctive if n1 is odd, note that 
( Z+J)kQ is an involutory matrix over E for every integer k, and in particular 
for k= f( v- 1) (and hence C= C -’ = c) when m is odd. To see that S is 
injoint if 7~1~2, note that in the 2X2 case Q=Z+J and J2 =O, so C’=[(Z+ 
fIJ)Q]“=[Z+(l+O)J]2=Zhere. H 
The following is immediate from Theorem 3.6(a) and Facts :3.1 and 1.7: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf char F=2 nntl A -Z is nilpotcnt, then S is conjoint. 
The next lemma fills part of the gap in the injointness part of Theorem 
3.6, which latter makes clear the need for the complication in the hypothesis 
(in Lemma 3.8) about ~1. This hypothesis in turn corresponds to difficulties in 
the proof, in particular the need to consider “second-order terms” (which do 
not occur at all when n1 = 2) even though they later cancel out (since the 
relevant submatrix of S -‘( L,L, + L, L,)S is 0 whatever I,, is). 
LEMMA :3.8. Let char F=2, ~1 hi cm rwcn intcgcr >2, A-Z hr> sinlilnr to 
I,,,@ I, clnd D hc (IS in Fuct Xl(b). Zf S is injoint, then D is * -congnwnt to 
0 1 
[ 1 1 0 @z. 
Proof. By Fact O.l(b) we may assume S=G(Z+BJ)@ZD, where C:=G,,,, 
I=./,,, , 0 + e= 1, and D= D* is nonsingular over F. Let D be tl X cl. Then there 
is an ~nt/Xn~d matrix C=C PI (over F) such that C*SC=S*. Let Q (=Q,,,) 
be the same ~1 X n1 matrix as in the proof of Theorem 0.6. Put L = C( Q@ Z ) 
( = C( Q,),@ I,,)); then C= L( QC3 I ). 
First we show that L commutes with J@ I. Let H = #S + OS* and K = S-t S*. 
Then H=H*=G@D, K=K*=G]@D, and S=lZ+OK, so C*SC=S*=ZZ+ 
~K=H+K+BK=G(z+J+BJ)~D. Thus 
z~*(H+BK)z,=z,*SZ,=(Q@Z)*C*SC(QC3z) 
=[Q*G(Z+J+BJ)Q]@D 
={Q*GQ[(z+J)~ 1+o(z+~)~1~]}c3D 
-[9*G9(z+J)~‘(Z+sJ)]~z,, 
since ( Z + J )Q = Q( Z + J ) ~ ’ and hence JQ = Q( 1-t J ) ‘1. Therefore 
z,-‘(J@z)L=L-‘(H-‘K)L=(L*HL)-‘(L*KL) 
={ [Q*GQU+W’] BD}~‘{ [Q*GQU+J) ‘.I] BD} 
Thus L = &Yil( .I’ @ L, ) for suitable tl X d matrices L,, L,, . , L,,, ~ l over F. 
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Next we show that the following must hold: 
L,*DL,=D=L;DL,+L:DL,, (*) 
0=L2,-z=L"L1+L1L"=L,L,+L"L,+L~+L,L,. (**) 
Namely, Q*GQ= G( Z-t])“’ and m>2, so 
=[Z@L,+J~~L,+ . ..]*(G@D)[z@L~+J@L~+ . ..I 
=G@(L;DL,)+(GJ)@(L,*DL,)+(J*G)@(LTDL,)+ ... 
(where the dots indicate terms whose first tensor factors involve higher 
powers of J ). This proves ( * ), since m - 1 = 1 in F and J*G = GJ. Also, since 
m>2 and QJQ=.I(l+_ZP’, etc., we have 
Z@Z=C"=L(Q@Z)L(Q@Z)=L 
] 
=L[(QIQ)@L, +(QJQ)@‘& +(QJ2Q)@L2 + . . .] 
=L[zc?IL,+J(z+J)pBL,+J~(z+J)-%L,+~ -1 
=[z@L,+Jc4L,+J%L,+ ..,I 
x[z@LL,+J@LL,+J%3(L1+Lz)+~ -1 
=z@L2,+J@(LoLl+LlL")+J%(LoLl+L"L2+L~+L2L")+ . ..) 
from which ( * * ) follows. 
Next, we apply Fact 3.1(a) to T=D[ Z+ e( L, -I)]. Namely, note that 
D=D* and by (**) L,=L,', so by (*) DL,=L,*D=(DL,)*. Also, 
(L,-Z)2=0 by (* *), so (T*-l 7‘-Z)2 ~0. Thus by Fact 3.1(a) there are 
nonsingular matrices S, D, = Dr, Ds = D,* over F such that 
D, 0 0 
X*TX= I 0 00, D, 1 
0 D, 0 
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Since D-&7‘+ 02‘* and D( I,,, -I )= ?‘+ ?‘*, we thus have 
conformably. Thus it suffices to show that L), is *-congruent to 
To do this, we partition S ~ ‘L,S conformably to X P112,,S and 
from ( * * ) that L,,L, = LA, LA,,: 
x35,x= 
L,, L,, 0 
0 I,,, 0 
k3, b2 kn 
Next we compute the upper left Mocks of 
and get, respectively, LB, + LA,, (whatever L, itself is), D,-‘I,T,D, +L,, + I, 
both of which are consequently 0. (It is routine to infer from ( *) and ( * *) 
that D -‘L,;D=L,, +I,,,.) Thus I, ,I = Ld41 and LT, D, = D,( I,,, + L ), so there is 
a nonsingular matrix Y over F such that 
for an identity matrix L of size eqllal to the rank of I,,,. Hence 
[ 1 :, ; (Y*DIY)=l’*(L~~,D,)Y=‘)‘*D,(L-Ld,,)l 
=(Y*D,Y)[; :‘] 
(with the outside matrices partitioned conformably). Thus 
with W nonsingular, and hence Y*D,l’ is indeed *-congruent to 
I. 
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REMARK 3.9. We shall see in Theorem 3.11 below that the converse of 
Lemma 3.8 also holds. However, for charF=2, the injointness part of 
Theorem 3.4 would fail: for any complic pair (F, E) with char F= 2 it is easy 
to construct a 6 X 6 injoint matrix S = S,$ S, in the notation of Fact 3.1(a) 
(with Dz an d D4 both 1 X l), and by Lemma 3.8 S, cannot be injoint. 
The next lemma parallels, for char Ff2, the relevant part of Lemma 3.8, 
but its proof is much easier. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let char F#2, e= - 8, and D* = D hc nonsingular owr F. 
lf BD is injoint, then D is *-congruent to 
Proc?f. Since BD is injoint and #= - 19, there is a matrix C= C _ ’ over F 
such that C*DC= -D. Since char Ff 2, there is a nonsingular matrix P over 
F such that P ~‘CP=Z,$ -I, for suitable nonnegative integers k and 1. 
Partition 
p*L)p= ‘; ‘* I 1 Z 
conformably to I,@ -I,; then 
(P -‘CP)*(P*DP)(Pp’CP) 
= P*( C*DC)P= -P*DP 
[ 
-;)i -y* 
= 
-Y I -Z ’ 
so X=0, Z =O, and hence Y is nonsingular. Thus 
which is indeed *congruent to n 
Our next result fills in the gaps left in Theorem 3.6 and ties together all 
the injointness and rejunctivity results in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6. (For the 
meaning of alternating (or alternate) matrix, see [13, p. 1611.) 
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THEOREM 3.11. Let A -al he similar to I,,,@ I, a E { 1, - 1 }, and D and 8 
he as in Facts 3.1(b), 3.2(b). 
(a) Zf either charF#2 with a=( - l)n’-l or char F=2 with m odd, then 
S is rejunctive and injoint. 
Naw [in (h), (c), (cl)] mppos~ tht a=( - I)“‘, or that char F=2 with m even. 
(1)) The following six conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is rejunctioe; 
(ii) (e-&)D is *-congruent to an alternating matrix; 
(iii) (&#)D is *-congruent to 
0 
[ 1 -l @Z; 1 0 
(iv) D is *-congruent to 1 o 
[ 1 O bz; 
(v) D is * -congruent to 1 0 
[ 1 0 _1 @Z; and 
(vi) S is *-congruent to X@X* for some matrix X=X’ over F. 
(c) Each condition in (b) implies the following condition: 
(vii) S is injoint; 
and, unless charF=2 with 111x2, conversely. 
(d) Finally, if char F#2, then each of the seven conditions (i)-(vii) in (b) 
and (c) is equivalent to each of the following two conditions: 
(viii) (B- t?)D is rejunctive; and 
(ix) (t?-B)D is injoint. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from Theorems 3.3(a) and 3.6(c). In (b) the 
equivalence of (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) is routine (depending only on the 
assumption that 0 #e and D = D* is nonsingular). Clearly (vi) implies both (i) 
and (vii), so (c) will follow from (b) by Lemma 3.8 (if charF=2) and by 
Lemma 3.10 plus Theorem 3.3(b) (if char Ff2). Of course (d) will follow 
from (b) and (c) by Theorem 3.3(b). Thus there remains only to show 
(v)=(vi) and (i)=+(ii). 
(v)=+(vi): Let W be the m Xm matrix G(Z+eJ) if m is even (and hence 
(~=l) or the mXm matrix G(J+BZ) ‘f I m is odd (and hence a= - lf 1). 
Then W= W’, and - W is *congruent to W* [by Theorem 3.6(a) if 
char F= 2, by the equations ( * ) in the proof of Theorem 3.3 if char F# 21. By 
(v) [plus Facts 3.1(b), 3.2(b)] S is *congruent to 
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and hence to 
([:, :I]@+W=X@-x with X=1@ W. 
Clearly - X is * congment to X* , so S is indeed * -congruent to X @ X* with 
X=X’. 
(i)*(u): Let 7’=C*SC be over E with C nonsingular. 
Case 1: m is even, say m=2k. Here (~=l, and we may by Fact 3.1(b) 
assume S = G( I + OJ) 8 D with D = D*. In the following calculations, several 
simplifications arise from the fact that (A-Z)2k and J2k are zero matrices: 
Let /3=(0-t?) . 2kP2 Then /3#0, and fl(O-e)D@O is *-congruent to 
C*(I-A*)k-l(S-S*)(A-I)kPIC 
which is an alternating matrix, so (O-@)D must also be *-congruent to an 
alternating matrix (by applying the Witt cancellation theorem to the case 
where one direct summand is a zero matrix). 
Case 2: m is odd, say m =2k+ 1. Here a= - l# 1, and we may assume 
S=G(J+BI)@D (with D=D* and @=-0) by Fact 3.2(b). It will be 
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convenient here to let H = GJ@ D and K = G@ D, so that S = H + BI< with 
EI=H* and K=K*; also K P’II=J@I. Then ?‘+ l”=C*(S+S*)C=2C*I_IC 
and 7’- T’=C*(S- S*)C=2BC*KC, and the following matrix is alternating: 
Thus ZtiD=( 19 - @)D is *congruent to an alternating matrix, as in case 1. H 
REM.~K. Condition (iv) in Theorem 3.1(b) says just that the Witt 
.signatwe [13, p. 1701 of D, relative to (F, E), is zero. 
In the next section we shall show that rejunctivity always implies injoint- 
ness. The following is as much of the converse as can be easily deduced from 
the results of this section: 
THEOREM 3.12. Let A2 -I he nilpotent, and ftuther, when char F=2, let 
A have no even-degree elementary clivisor~s. Then S injoint implies S reiunr- 
tioe. 
Proof. This is routine from Theorems 3.11(c), :3.6(c), 3.4, 2.3 and Facts 
3.1(a), 3.2(a), and 1.7. H 
Before stating our next result we need a definition, which is merely a 
special case of a fairly standard definition in field theory: 
DEFINITION 3.113. If (F, E) is complic, an (F, E)-norm is an element of E 
of the form aLu with (Y EF. (We shall sometimes write “norm” instead of 
“(F, E)-norm” when (F, E) is understood.) 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let (F, E) he complic with E cm ordered field every 
positive element of which is an (F, E tnorm, and suppose - 1 is not an 
(F, E)-norm. If A2 -I is nilpotent and S is conjoint, then S is injoint and 
rqknctive. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.3 and Facts 3.1(a), 3.2(a), 1.7, it suffices to 
consider the case where S= W@ D with D= D*, I!?= - 8, and W an m X nz 
matrix as follows: W=G(l+l?.l) or W=G(.l+tYZ). By Theorem 3.3(a) it 
suffices to consider m even in the first case and m odd in the second. Then 
Theorem 3.3(b) applies in both cases and tells us that BD is conjoint, i.e., that 
D is *-congruent to -D. However, our hypotheses on (F, E) are strong 
enough to insure that D is *-congruent to I,@ -I, for suitable nonnegative 
integers k and I, and to insure that the Sylvester inertia theorem holds. Thus 
here I,$ -I, is *-congruent to -(I,@ - I[) = -I,@ I,, so (by the Sylvester 
theorem) k must equal 1. Thus S is rejunctive and injoint by Theorem 3.11(b), 
(c). n 
4. REJUNCTIVITY AND INJOINTNESS ARE (USUALLY) 
EQUIVALENT 
In this section we show that rejunctivity always implies injointness and 
that the converse implication “usually” holds. We begin with the simplic case, 
where rejunctivity holds trivially. (This result was essentially proved, though 
not stated as such, in [20] for the case char F#2. While this paper was in the 
refereeing process, the nonsingular case of Theorem 4.1 appeared in [12], 
where the proof is largely module-theoretic.) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be an arbitrary field, and let S be u squure matrix 
over F. Then S is (F, F )-injoint (etc.; see Fact 1.4). 
Proof. By Fact 1.4 it suffices to prove that SV is symmetric for some 
V= V pi over F. By Theorem 1.19 it suffices to do this for the case where S is 
nonsingular, and by Theorem 2.3 and [l, Theorem 2.41 it thus suffices to do 
this in the two cases: (1) where S’ ~’ S=A is nonderogatory, and (2) where 
S’P’S= x 0 
[ 1 
and S= 
P M 
0 x [ 1 L 0 
conformably for some matrices L, M, P, Q, X with L and M nonsingular and 
X= -tZ+_/. Now, A is similar to A-’ in case (1) so A-’ = VAV for some 
matrix V= V -’ (over F) (by [4, Theorem 21, [8]) and hence V=AVA. The 
proof is completed by proving the following two lemmas, in the second of 
which (Lemma 4.3) we need only the case where X = Y = -+ 1 +I. n 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let S, A, V he squure rnutrices over an arbitrary field F such 
that S= S’A and V= AVA. Then SV is symmetric if A is nonderogatory. 
Proof. We have SVA= S’AVA=S’V=A’SV, so SV must be symmetric if 
A is nonderogatory [18, (proof of) Theorem 21. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Let L, M, P, Q, X, Y he squure mutrices over un arl?itrary 
field F with X and Y similar nonderogatory m&rices, L nonsingulur, and 
Then there exist involutory matrices V and W over F swh that the mutrix 
is symmetric and V=XVX and W= YWY. 
Proof. Clearly M, X, Y are nonsingular (because L=M’X is, etc.) and 
X=M’-‘L is similar to Y’--’ =LMP’, so Y is similar to Y -’ (and so also X is 
similar to X -‘). Therefore Y -’ = WYW for some W= W ~’ (over F) (by [4, 
Theorem 21, [8]), and so W -I = W=YWY. Let V=l,J’(YW)‘I,. The rest of 
the proof is a routine computation using Lemma 4.2. We omit details. n 
Note that Fact 1.9 gives an obvious corollary to Theorem 4.1. 
For the rest of this section we concentrate on the complic case, though 
some of the results hold just as well in the simplic case. We continue with an 
obvious corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Rejunctivity ulways implies injointness. 
Proof. Let (F, E) be admissible and let S be an (F, E)-rejunctive matrix. 
Then there is a matrix T over E which is (F, E)-congnlent to S, and by 
Theorem 4.1 T is (E, E)-injoint, so T is also (F, E)-injoint, and by Fact 1.7 so 
is S. n 
Next we consider the converse of Corollary 4.4. We have seen in The+ 
rems 3.6(b) and 3.11(b) that this converse is false in the complic case where 
char F=2 and the pencil S-t tS* has an elementary divisor which is a power 
of (t - 1)‘. We shall see in Corollary 4.8 below that the converse is true in all 
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other cases. Most of the proof relies on the following lemma, which we state 
and prove in terms of mappings (see Notation 1.14(c)). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (F, E) he complic, let S: ?(+?I‘* and C: ‘?I?/- be 
nonsingular linear maps with C*SC=S* and C=C -I, let q(t) he E[ t]- 
irreducibly self-reciprocal in E [ t] with q( 1)9( - l)#O, and let E E { 1, - 1). 
Denote S* -‘S by A, and suppose that some power of q( A) is 0. Then 
(a) there is a vector eE?-such that Ce=Ee and such that the A-cyclic 
s&space 91 generated by e satisfies (SD?1 )O n %= 0; also 
(b) (for any such subspace "?L ) we have ‘71*= qL@ (SQ )O with A”?I = 31= 
C% andA(S%)“=(S%)“=C(S~l)O=(S*%)“. 
Proof. Part (b) follows routinely from (a) ~111s the hypotheses (which 
imply A *-‘S=SA, CA=A-‘C, etc.). In the following proof of (a) we shall 
write C for EC everywhere to increase readability. 
First we “construct” a suitable vector e. Let m be the positive integer 
suchthatq(A)“=O#q(A)“‘~‘. Since9(l)q(-l)#O, themapA’-Iisthus 
nonsingular and, since also q( t ) is self-reciprocal in E [ t 1, q( t ) = t ‘h( t + t ~ ’ ) 
for some positive integer k and some h( t ) EE[ t]. (Remark 1.13(c) is relevant 
here.) Let f( t ) = h( t + t ~’ )“- ‘. Then f(A) commutes with C (because A+ 
A-’ does: AC=CA-‘, etc.). Also A-CAC=A-A-’ =Ap’(A2-Z) is non- 
singular and f(A) = Aek(‘“-l)q( A)m-l #O, so 
O#(A-CAC)f(A)=[(I+C)CA-CA(I+C)] f(A) 
=[(I+C)f(A)]CA-CA[(I+C)f(A)], 
and hence (I+ C) f( A) # 0. Further, I+ A- ’ = A-‘( A + I ) is nonsingular, so 
O#(Z+A-‘)(I+C)f(A)=(I+A-‘C)(I+C)f(A) 
=(I+CA)f(A)(Z+C). 
Denote by L% the nullspace of Z-C. Then (I+ C)‘YcL%, so (1-t CA)f( A)% 
#O. However, (Z+CA)(I-CA)=I-CACA=O, so f(A):% is not a subset of 
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and hence Sf( A)“X~~O. Therefore the LGestriction of the *-bilinear (or 
“sesquilinear”) form x*Sf( A)y is nonzero, and thus (since (F, E) is complic) 
so is the \%-restriction of the *-quadratic form x*Sf( A)x. Thus there is a 
vector eE% (that is, e=Ce) such that e*Sf(A)e#O. Let 91 be the A-cyclic 
subspace generated by e. 
Next, we show that (Sql )” n% =O. For this it suffices to assmlle 
[ s( A )e]*S% = 0 with s( t ) E F [ t ] and to show that then q( t )“I divides s( t ). 
We first show [S(A)e]*S%=O. Kecall that CA=A-‘C, A*-‘S=SA, etc. We 
have 
for every integer i, so [S(A)e]*Sql=O. Now let r(t)=gcd{s(t),s(t)}. Then 
r(t)~E[t], and 
r(t)=u(t)s(t)+v(t)5(t) 
for suitable polynomials u( t ), c( t ) in F[t]. Then 2c( A ’ )9 2% and 
V( A ~ ’ )% c 91, and hence 
so by adding the outside inclusions we get O=[ r( A)e]*S”71. Thus by [l, 
Lemma 2.6(2)] Q( t )“I divides r( 2 ) and hence divides s( t ). n 
LEMMA 4.6. Let (F, E) he complic, let q( t ) he E[ t]-irreducibly self- 
reciprocnl in E[t] with q(l)q( - l)#O, crnd let S, C, A he nonsingukur 
matrices over F with C*SC= S*, C= C -l, A= S* -‘S, cd some power of 
q(A) equal to 0. Then there is u nonsingular matrix U over F such that 
D*SD=S,@ . . . @Sk and Dp’CD=C,@ . . . G3C, confomuhly, with S*-‘Si 
nonderogatory und having u cyclic (column ) vector in nullspace( I- C, ) and u 
cyclic uector in nullspace( I + C, ) for eda i E { 1,2, . . . , k}. 
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Proof. This is an obvious induction (on the order of S, C, A), using 
Lemma 4.5 (restated in terms of matrices rather than mappings). n 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (F, E) he an clrhitrury complic pair, S he (F, E)- 
injoint, cm1 the pencil S + tS* have no elementnry divisow divisible by t- 1 or 
t + 1. Then S is (F, E)-rejunctiue. 
Proof. Let S, be the nonsingular part of S (Definition 1.18) defined 
relative to (F, E). Then [ll, Vol. II, p. 391 the elementary divisors divisible by 
t - 1 and t + 1 are the same for the two pencils S + tS* and S, + tS:, and so by 
Theorem 1.19 it suffices to assume (besides the given hypotheses) that S= S,, 
i.e., that S is itself nonsingular. 
Thus let S be nonsingular, A=S*-‘S, and A2 -1 be nonsingular. Since S 
is injoint, A is similar to A-’ and to A* by Lemma 2.1. By Theorem 2.3 it 
thus suffices to carry out the proof for the case where the minimum 
polynomial of A is a power of an E [ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal polynomial. 
Finally, Lemma 4.6 reduces the proof to that for the case where A is 
nonderogatory with a cyclic (column) vector e=Ce and C*SC=S* with 
C=C -i. (Recall that CA=A-‘C, etc.) In the A-cyclic basis generated by e, 
the matrix of S must be over E because 
[( A’e)*S( A’e)] * = ( A'e)*S*( A’e) = ( A'e)*C*SC( A’e) 
= ( CAie)*S( CA'e) = ( A-'Ce)*S( A-‘Cp) 
=(Apie)*S(Ap’e)=(Aie)*S(Aie) 
for all integers i and i. Thus S is rejunctive. W 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let (F, E) he an arbitrary complic puir und let S he a 
square matrix over F; in cnse char F=2, further let the pencil S + tS* huve no 
even-degree elementury divisors divisible by t- 1. ‘Then S injoint implies S 
rejunctive. 
Proof. This is routine from Theorems 1.19, 2.3, 3.12, and 4.7. n 
5. THREE SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we treat conjointness, etc., in three special complic cases 
where explicit criteria can be given. 
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A. The ITssual Complex Cuse cd Certclin Generdiz&ons 
These are the complic pairs (17, E) where E: is real-closed (ai~d F is its 
algebraic closure). (According to a result [li, Theorem 561 of hrtin and 
Schreier, these are the only complic pairs (F, E) for which F is algebraically 
closed.) 
The following theorem confirms the finite-dimensional case of two conjec- 
tures of Choi [6, (iii) and (iv), p. 4191. We state it for the case that E is 
real-closed, but it would hold for somewhat more arbitrary complic pairs 
(F, E) and a particular matrix S over F if every elementary divisor of the 
pencil S+ tS* were assumed to be a power of a linear polynomial in F [ t 1; e.g., 
it would hold then if E were ordered and every positive element of E were an 
(F, E)-norm and - 1 not an (F, E)-norm. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ( F, E) hc (I complic pclir with E rctll-closed ( i.e., with 
E ordered und F algehruically cbserl). lhm ewry (I;, E)-conjoint mcltrix i.y 
(F, E)-injoint. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.19 it suffices to consider nonsingular matrices. By 
Theorem 2.3 it thus suffices to consider matrices S such that the minimrum 
polynomial of A = S* ~ ’ S is a power of an E[ t ]-irreducibly self-reciprocal 
polynomial in E[ t 1. However, we have already seen (in Corollaries 2.6 and 
:3.14) that, in every such case where our hypothesis on (F, E) holds, S 
conjoint implies S injoint. n 
HEMARK 5.2. By Theorem 5.1, plus Corollaries 4.4 and 4.8, the three 
properties, conjointness, injointness, and rejunctivity, are equivalent for con- 
plic pairs (F, E) for which E is real-closed. An effective criterion for conjoint- 
ness (and hence for injointness and rejunctivity) is known here; it can be 
considered a special case of one given for (F, E)-congmence of matrices over 
F for such pairs (F, E) in [16] (which is stated for the case where E is the real 
field, but holds equally well for every realclosed field E). In view of Hemark 
1.6, this also gives an effective criterion for involutory *-congruence of pairs 
(H, K ) of * -symmetric matrices in the case of such complic pairs ( F, E ). 
R. The 1Neutrul Cue (for Arhitrury Complic Puirs) 
,4 square matrix S over F is called (F, E)-nwtrtrl provided it is (F, I:)- 
congruent to a matrix in partitioned form 
0 N 
[ 1 M 0 with the zero blocks on 
the diagonal being square [ 1, Definition 2.91. There is in general no simple 
criterion for (F, E)-neutrality, but for matrices known to be (F, E)-neutral 
there is a reasonably simple effective criterion for conjointness, injointness, 
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and rejunctivity (and again here these three properties are equivalent to each 
other), as given in part (c) of the following result. 
THEOREM 5.0. Let (F, E) he complic and S he (1 square matrix ovw F. 
Then (a) euch of the first five of the six statements (i)-(vi) below implies the 
next; (b) 1211 six statements we true if S is totally singular; and (c) all six are 
equivalent to euch other if S is (F, E)-neutral: 
(i) S is (F, E)-rejunctiae; 
(ii) S is (F, E)-injoint; 
(iii) S is (F, E)-conjoint; 
(iv) the pencils S-t tS* and S* + tS are (F, E)-congruent; 
(v) the pencils S+ tS* und S* + tS we F-equivalent; 
(vi) the pencils S+ tS* cm1 S* + tS are F[ t]-equivalent. 
Proof. (a): This is routine: e.g., (i)+(ii) is from Corollary 4.4, and 
(iii)o(iv) because C*SC=S* iff C*(S+ tS*)C=S*+ tS. (b) follows from (a) 
and Fact 1.16(a). To prove (c), it suffices (in view of (a)) to assume S is 
(F, E)-neutral and satisfies (vi), and then show S must be (F, E)-rejmlctive. 
Since (vi) and (i) are invariant under (F, E)-congruence, it suffices by 
Theorem 1.19 and [ 1, Corollary 4.111 to assmne S is nonsingular. Then by [ 1, 
Remark 4. lo] S satisfies (v), and hence by [ 1, Corollary 4.121 satisfies (iv) and 
(iii). Thus A=S*-‘S is similar to A-’ by L emma 2.1, and by Theorem 2.3 
and [l, Theorem 2.11(e)] it suffices (for the proof) to assunre the minimum 
polynomial of A is c~( t )“I with y( t ) E [ t ]- irreducibly self-reciprocal in E [ t 1. 
Then by [ 1, Theorem 2.11(a),(b),(c)] we may assmne 
0 1 
S=M 0’ [ I 
where the minimum polynomial of M is p( t )“I for some manic p( t ) in F [ t 1. 
Since A=S*-‘S=M@M*-‘, we have q(t)=lcrn{p(t), c(t)}, and also (by 
Remark 1.13(d)) 
for some manic F [ t]-irreducible f( t ). We consider four cases; in the first two 
we show that Corollary 2.5( 1) or (2) applies, i.e., that c~( t)=g( t )& t ) with 
g( t ) E {g( t ), g( t )}, and in the last two we show that M is similar to M*, 
whence S is rejunctive as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(l). 
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C’(Iw 1: q(t)=f(t)f(t)f(t)_f(f). Here q(~)=g(f)&~) with g(t)= 
f‘( t )f( t ) = g( t ) or, equajly well, with g( f ) =f( t )f< t ) =g( 1 ). 
CMY~ 2: 9( t ) =f( t )f( t ). Here f( t ) E { f( t ), f( t )}, so we cm take g( t ) = 
f‘(t ). 
GIW ,3: y( t )=f( t ). Here p( t )= q( t ) = fi( t ) is F[ t l-irreducible, so :\I is 
similar to 31* by Remark 1.11(b). 
C&c> 4: q(t)=f(t)f(t) and f(~)=!(t). H ere p( t )=flt )f( t ), so eadl 
invariant factor h( t ) of IZI has the form /I( t )=f( t )‘f( t )I (for suitable nomrega- 
tive integers i and j ) and hence satisfies h( t ) = /I*( t ) (by Remark 1.1 l(a)): thus 
JI is similar to M* ~ ’ (by Remark 1.11(b)), and hence M is also similar to Ai* 
because 11 = M $ M* ’ is similar to A- ’ = :\-I ‘@Ad*. (In case 4 we could 
also get S injoint by Corollary 2.5(:3) and hence rejrmctive by Theorem 4.7.) 
n 
C. The 2 X 2 Case (for Arbitrary Complic Pairs) 
In this subsection we characterize conjointness, injointness, and rejunctiv- 
ity of 2X2 matrices in the complic cases in terms of (complic) norms 
(Definition 3.13). This will thereby completely characterize these three matrix 
concepts in the 2 X 2 case for complic pairs (F, E) in (at least) the following 
three cases: (1) where E is real-closed (here the (F, E)norms are just the 
nonnegative elements of E), (2) where E is finite (here every element of E is 
an (F, E)-norm), and (in principle) (3) where E is a finite extension of the 
rational field or of one of the p-adic fields. In any case, this will give us some 
insight into how these matrix concepts depend on (F, E)-arithmetic and will 
provide us with some salient examples. 
We begin with a statement for the 1 X 1 case, whose proof is trivial: 
FACT 5.4. Let ( F, E ) he romplic wd s E F. 
(a) Here [Y] is rejunctivc ijf [s] is injoint iffsEE; 
(11) on the othrr hand, [s] is conjoint iff either ,s EE or c~lsc - 1 =.9T’s 
and is an (F, E)-tm7~l. 
We next state the result for n X n matrices of rank G 1; we omit details of 
the proof, which is easily derived from the fact that every 11 X n matrix over F 
is (F, E)-congruent to a triangular matrix if (F, E) is complic [$3, pp. 81-821. 
FACT 5.5. Let ( F, E) he complir~, cd let S hc on n X n nwtrix of mnk 
< 1 over F. Then S is injoint iff S is rejunctive. Fwthemwrc, 
(a) if S and S* are not proportional, theti S is rejunctive (cud cotLjoint ); 
(I)) if S und S* we proportional, then S is rejwwtive [rwljoint] iff every 
dirrgonal entry, comsider~d as (I 1 X 1 matrix over F, is rejundice [ mnjoint]. 
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As noted earlier, every matrix S=S* is rejunctive, injoint, and conjoint. 
From now on, we consider nonsingular 2 X 2 matrices S # S*. Here the easiest 
case, which must be treated by itself, is where S and S* are proportional: 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (F, E) he complic, and let S he u nonsingular 2 X2 
matrix over F with S and S* proportional but not equal. 
(i) Zf S is conjoint (or rejunctive), then S* = -S (and hence char F#2). 
(ii) NOW let S*=-S (#S). (a) H ere S is rejunctivc iff S is injoint iff 
det S is an (F, E)-norm; (II) on the other hand, S is conjoint iff det S is the 
sum of two ( F, E )-norms. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is routine, as is the proof of (ii) through use of the 
fact [3, pp. 81-821 that S is (F, E)congnlent to a triangular matrix (which 
here must he diagonal). It also helps in proving (ii)(h) to note that det S is the 
difference of two norms, and hence is the sum of two norms if - 1 is a norm. 
[Part (ii)(b) and its proof are valid even if char F= 2.1 4 
COROLLARY 5.7. In Theorem 5.6 let E be finite [E be real-closed]. Then 
the following four statements are equiualent: (i) S is rejunctiue, (ii) S is 
injoint, (iii) S is conjoint, and (iv) det S is an element [a positive element] 
ofE. 
Finally, we treat nonsingular 2 X 2 matrices S for which S and S* are not 
proportional, i.e., for which A= S*-‘S ’ IS nonscalar (and is thus similar to a 
companion matrix). By Lemma 2.1 we may as well assume A is similar to A- ’ 
(and hence to A*, and hence det A = t 1 and tr A EE), as we shall. The 
result is the following (in which the root + of A need not be in F but is at 
worst qlradratic over F ): 
THEOREM 5.8. Let (F, E) be complic, S be nonsingular 2 X 2 over F, 
A=S*--‘S be nonscalar and similar to A-‘, det(A-@Z)=O, BEF but GE, 
und Ji=&+e+-l. 
(i) When detA=-lfl, then det(A-Z)=O=det(A+Z), and S is 
neither (F, E)-injoint nor (F, E)-rejunctiue, and is (F, E)-conjoint iff - 1 is 
an (F, E)-norm. 
(ii) NOW Zet det A= 1. Then (a) S is (F, E)-rejunctive iff det(S-S*) is (1 
nonzero (F, E)-norm; (II) S is (F, E)-injoint iff either S is (F, E)-rcjunc~iue or 
4=1= -1; (c) when 4#1, S is (F, E)-conjoint iff S is (F(4), E(q))- 
rejunctive; (d) when 4= 1, S is (F, E)-conjoint iff - 1 is an (F, E)-norm [cud 
is (F, E;)-injoint iff - l= 1, and is not (F, E)-rejunctiue]; (e) when 4E E but 
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# 1, S is (F, E)-rejunctiw: mnrl (f) when +EF hut @E1, S is (F, E)-rc~zlw~tiw 
iff S is (F, E)-conjoint iff det S is un (F, S)-nom. 
Proof. (The proof in full detail would be too long, so we omit many 
details.) (ii)(e) follows from Theorem %3(a) (when += - 1 # 1) and Corollary 
2.5(l) (when 0-l #GEE), and (ii)(f) will follow from (ii)(a) plus Corollaries 
2.5(3), 4.4, and 4.8, once we note that here 
det( S ~ S* ) = (det S*) det( A - I ) 
=(detS)(+-1)(&l), (*I 
since det A= 1 (so det S=det S*) and A is similar to A* (so $ ’ =c$). Thrls it 
suffices to prove (i) and (ii)(a)-(d). First we prove three lemmas, in the first 
two of which we use the following notation, taken over from the usual 
complex case [Z3, p. 851: for an n X n matrix S over F we denote by r(S) the 
subset (depending on the pair (F, I;:) as well as the matrix S ) of F given by 
I‘(S)={x*Sx:risnXloverF}. 
gEI‘(S) with det(gS*-gS)#O. (**I 
Furthcrmorc~, in (i) (i.c., det A= ~ l# 1) th c matrix A is ,vimilar to the 0 1 
ujnlpclniori nwtrix 1 o 
[ 1 cud to the diugonnl rwtrix , md S is 
corrwpondingly * -umgrucnt to the mcitriccs 
for each g satisfying (* *) (and only for such g). Likewise, in (ii) (i.e., 
det A= 1) the matrix A is similar to the companion matrix 
e= trA), and S is correspondingly *-congruent to 
[y L’] (where 
for ccdl g ,wtisfying ( * * ) (nnd otily for .vwh g ). 
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Proo$ The proof is routine, except for the existence of g satisfying ( * * ). 
To prove this, we may assume S is lower triangular (by [3, pp. Sl-82]), say 
s=” O 
[ 1 c cl’ 
Then ad # 0 and (1 E I( S ). If det( US* - ZS ) # 0 here, then we can take g = u , 
so suppose det( aS* - 53) = 0. Then c = 0, so w_e can take 
g=a+d=[ l l]S[ l l]*ET(S), because A=diag(ZP1a,d-‘d) is non- 
scalar and hence 
is nonsingular. 4 
The next lemma treats rejunctivity. In it we use the following additional 
notation: l’i( S ) is the subset of I( S ) given by I’i( S ) = {x *Sx E r( S ): x # 0). 
LEMMA 5.10. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.8(ii) the following four 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) S is (F, E)-rejunctive; 
(2) det(S-S*)#O nnd EnT(S)#{O}; 
(3) det(S-S*)#O and Enr,(S) is nonempty; and 
(4) det( S- S*) is a nonzero (F, E)-nonw 
Proof. (l)=(4): In (1) the matrix S-S* is *-congruent to a nonzero 
alternating matrix over E, whose determinant must thus be the square of a 
nonzero element of E. 
(4)*(s): Let 
s=” h 
[ 1 c d’ 
CXEF, 
and x* be the 1 X 2 matrix [a + c ~ 1; (I-u]. Direct calculation then gives 
x*SX- (x*Sx) =x*(S-S*)r=(a-Z)[aYa-det(S-S*)]. 
Thus, if a #Z and det( S - S*) = acU, then x*Sx E E n r,( S ). However, if (I = a, 
then x*SxEEnT,(S) if c*=h-c+1. 
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(3)=+(2): Suppose x*SS=O with x#O. Then we may assume 
s=fl 1 
[ 1 f‘ 0 with c#O. 
Thus c # 1 [because det( S - S*) #O] and f’ = - (det S ) E E: [becarlse det A = 11, 
so y*Sy=(lb~)(~~+?i) is in EnI‘( where y*=[l-c u]. If u+N=O, then 
C# - 1 (hecause S# -S*) and hence O#( 1 -c)( 1 +(.)=;*S; is in En l‘(S), 
where ;*=[I-c ltcr]. 
(2)*(l): Let 0#g~EflT(S). Then g=a, so det(gS*-gS)=g”det(S*- 
S ) # 0, and hence 1)~ Lemma 5.9 S is * -congnlent to [E “ig], which is 
over E. n 
(1) S is (I;, E)-f~onjoint; 
(2) S is ( K, L)-conjoint; 
(3) S is (K, L)-rf+1nctirc: 
(4) det(S- S*) is 0 ,lonxro (K, L)-norm; cinfl 
(5) det S is 0 ( K, L )-nomf .
Proof. It is routine to show that F( +)=K and that (K, L) is complic, 
and then (l)*(2) and (by Lemma 5.10) (3)*(4) are obvious eonsequences. 
In order to show (2)*(3) and (4)=+(5)=(l), we introduce (K, Z,)- 
conjugation, which extends (F, E))-conjugation and for which we use the same 
notation (u~fi): 
We shall also find it convenient to have a notation for (K, F)-conjugation 
( zi~fi = u -) and for (K, I:( +))-conjllgation ( z~il= II A ): 
for all (1, 17 t F. (Thus these three conjugations commute, ad each is the 
composite of the other two.) In partknlar, 6=+-I =& ( # 0 ), so (2) a(3) 
follows by applying (to ( I<, L )) Corollary 2.5(3) and Theorem 4.7. Also 
(4)d(5) follows hy applying to (K, Id) the computation ( * ) at the heginning 
of the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
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To prove (5)2(l), let e=trA. Then +++-‘=eEE, and by Lemma 5.9 
we may assume 
for some nonzero gEF. Let ~=g-g+. Then det S=g” +g2 -e&=~li, so by 
(5) there is an (Y EK such that 
In order to show (l), it suffices here to show that S and S are (F, E)-congruent, 
since 
Thus let 
Then C=C, so C is over F, and it can be verified by direct calculation that 
C*SC=% However, this calculation can be simplified somewhat by first 
verifying that C=BDJ?’ (or, more easily, that CR=RD) with 
then calculating B*SB=(+- $-‘)diag( K, -I;), taking (K, L)-conjugates in _ -_ 
the latter equation to get B*SB, and, finally, verifying that D*(B*SB)D= 
B*SB. n 
Proof of Theorem 5.8 (continued and completed). The parts of (i) not 
covered by Lemma 5.9 are routine. (ii): Here (a) is part of Lemma 5.10. The 
“if” part of (b) follows from Corollary 4.4 plus the fact that += 1 = - 1 makes 
Theorem 3.6(b) apply. The “only if” part of (b) follows from Corollary 4.8. 
Part (c) is part of Lemma 5.11 when + 4 F. When q# 9 E F, part (c) is 
routine from Corollaries 2.5(3), 4.4, and 4.8, since in this case 6=+-l, IJ EE, 
and hence (F(4), E(#))=(F, E). When +-’ #$EE, part (c) is immediate 
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from Corollaries 2.,5( 1) and 4.4 because in this case &# # tt; and hence 
(F(G), E( $))=( F, F) (and in any case S is (I;, F )-rejunctive). When += - 1 
# 1, part (c) is immediate from Theorem :3.3(a), since in this case 
(F( y5), E( #)) =( F, E). Finally, (d) is essentially covered by (ii)(l)) and Theo- 
rem 3.3(b). 
REMARK ,5.14. If S is (t;, E)-conjoint in Lemma ,5.11, then det( S- S*) is a 
nonzero (K, 1, )-norm in E, hut in general not every such norm in E can be 
obtained in this way, since det(S- S*) must also be the SWII of two (F, I:‘)- 
norms here by Theorem ,5.6(ii)(b) and its proof. 
REMARK 5.15. The following example in the usual complex case (with 
i2 = - 1 as usual) shows that in Theorem 2.4(O) and Corollary 2.,5(:3) the 
hypothesis “S is conjoint” cannot in general be weakened to “A is similar to 
A I*,. . S=diag( 1 + i, - 1 + i). Here A=diag( i, ~ i ) is 0l)vioilsly similar to K ’ 
and y( t ) =( t ~ i)( t + i), etc., but by Corollary 3.1:3 S is not conjoint: det( S - 
s*)= -4. 
REMARK 5.16. Fact 5.4 gives IIS, when - 1 is a norm, a trivial 1 X 1 
example which is conjoint but not injoint. However, Lemma 5.11 makes it 
fairly easy to construct a nontrivial 2X2 example of the same phenomenon, 
even for pairs (F, E) which are “iml~edded” in the usual complex case. (By 
Theorem 5.1 no such examples exist in the latter case itself, of course.) FOI 
example, let E he the rational field, i” = ~ 1 as usual, E;=E( i ), ad 
The easiest way to see that S is conjoint here is to verify that 
c*s<;= s* if C= 0 i 
[ 1 1 0’ 
and the easiest way to see that S is not injoint is to use Theorem 5.8(ii)(a), (h), 
since det(S- S*)= 12 is not an (I;, I:‘)-norm. However, the colljointness can 
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also be verified by Lemma 5.11, since L=E(m), K=E( i,m), so 12 is 
the (k’, L)-norm of (3 -m) + i(n + m). Also the non-injointness can be 
verified directly from elementary properties of rational numbers, using the 
second form for S above, as S=l+ iH with H* =N. 
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